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Background

It is challenging to study whether children 
resemble their parents due to nature, 
nurture, or a mixture of both. 

Method

Parents transmit 50% of their alleles to their 
offspring. The combined trait-specific effect 
of these alleles are summarized in a polygenic 
score (PGS). Likewise, we can calculate a PGS 
for alleles that were not transmitted. They 
can only affect offspring through the 
environment, via genetically influenced 
behaviours in the parents, called genetic 
nurturing. For genotyped mother-father-
offspring trios (1,120-2,518 per analysis) we 
calculated transmitted and non-transmitted 
PGSs for adult educational attainment (EA) 
and childhood ADHD, and tested if these 
predicted and school success and ADHD in 
offspring.

Results

In adults, both transmitted (R2 = 7.6%) and 
non-transmitted (R2 = 1.7%) EA-PGSs 
predicted offspring EA, evidencing genetic 
nurturing. In 12-year olds, academic 
achievement was predicted only by 
transmitted EA-PGSs (R2 = 5.7%), but we did 
not find genetic nurturing (R2 ~ 0.1%). The 
ADHD-PGSs did not predict academic 
achievement (R2 ~ 0.6%). ADHD symptoms in 
children were predicted by transmitted EA-
PGSs and ADHD-PGSs (R2 = 1-2%). 

Conclusion

Previously reported associations between 
parent characteristics and offspring outcomes 
seem to be mainly a marker of genetic effects 
shared by parents and children. S
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